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SED-635
Digital

Excitation
System

SED-635 is a complete excitation system capable of adapting to control synchronous generators of any size.
The integration of the TOUCH SCREEN operator interface and a PWM (pulse width modulated) output for controlling the power 
stage makes this an optimal solution for the control of generators with either dynamo or brushless rotating exciters.

         
        FEATURES

· Microprocessor-based system
· Single-phase RMS sensing
· Steady-state error < 0.25%
· Setup via front touch panel and/or by PC with Windows
· 20 standard preset selections
· Customizable settings
· Soft start
· Parallel compensation
· Flux limiting (V/Hz)
· Field current regulator (Manual mode)
· Bumpless switch between operating modes
· Max. fi eld overexcitation control
· Settable over-/under-excitation (capability) range
· Max. stator current control
· Reactive power controller
· Power factor controller
· Max./min. excitation protection devices
· Line voltage matching
· Alarm/message management
· Transients analysis
· Simulation
· Alarm/message management
· Transients analysis
· Simulation
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     DESCRIPTION

The SED-635 microprocessor-based system is an excitation system offering all the features required to limit, control and protect a 
generator, keeping it inside its capability range.
An important feature of the SED-635 is the bumpless switching between operating modes: the non-active controller tracks the active 
one, enabling transfer from one to the other without disturbing the system.
SED-635 is powered by an uninterrupted external source, meaning the system’s performance can be adapted to cater to the needs of 
any generator.
In addition to communication with a PC, the built-in COM ports also allow connection with the system’s digital bus. More 
specifi cally, the PROFIBUS-DP, MPI, MODBUS-RTU, ETHERNET TCP/IP protocols enable control and interfacing with 
supervisory (SCADA) systems as well as automation systems (PLC, DCS).

      APPLICATION

SED-635 is a control system that, by varying the direct voltage applied to the fi eld winding of a synchronous generator’s exciter, 
enables both voltage regulation and control of the reactive power and power factor.

             
                 SPECIFICATIONS

INPUTS

Auxiliary Power Supply    24Vdc

Power Supply     0-130 V AC three phase

Generator Voltage Sensing    Single phase
      100V/50Hz (0-150V)

Line Voltage Sensing     Single phase
      100V/50Hz (0-150V)

Generator Current Sensing    Single channel 5A /50Hz (0_6A)

Digital Input     12 inputs for dry contacts rated at 24Vdc
      · Start
      · Stop
      · Man/Aut
      · Var/PF
      · Var=0
      · Preset
      · Raise
      · Lower
      · Parallel
      · Alarm Reset
      · VG=VL

Analogue Controls     Four confi gurable analogue inputs
      · 4-20mA
      · ± 10Vdc
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OUTPUTS

Mosfet Power Output     0-30 Adc
      0-175Vdc 

Digital Outputs      · 12 outputs 24Vdc 0.5A
      · Watchdog
      · Start/Stop
      · Lockout
      · Alarm
      · Manual
      · Var=0
      · Vgen=Vlin
      · Min. Setpoint Control
      · Max. Setpoint Control
      · OUT1
      · OUT2
      · OUT3

REGULATION ACCURACY
Voltage Regulator ± 0.25% with rated power factor and constant frequency
Temperature drift equivalent to ± 0.5% in range 0-50°C
V/Hz characteristic with slope settable in the range 0-3.0 PU with 0.1 PU increments

Current Regulator: ± 1.0% of rated current

Reactive Power Controller: ± 2.0% of rated apparent power at rated frequency

Power Factor Controller: ± 0.02 PF of PF setpoint in range 10-100% of rated active power at rated frequency

PARALLEL COMPENSATION
Adjustable between 0 and 30% of generator’s rated voltage drop

FIELD OVERCURRENT PROTECTION
Adjustable between 0.1 and 30A dc of output current with inverse time delay constant (ANSI C50.13)

MAXIMUM FIELD CURRENT PROTECTION
Adjustable between 10 and 80A dc of output current (instantaneous)

MINIMUM FIELD CURRENT PROTECTION
Adjustable between 0 and 30A dc of output current with a delay settable in range 0.5 to 20 sec.

LOSS OF VOLTAGE FEEDBACK PROTECTION
Adjustable between 0 and 100% of rated generator voltage with delay constant settable in range 0 to 30 sec.

SOFT START
Enabled in voltage regulation and current regulation mode with gradient settable in range 1 to 7200 sec.

ALARM/EVENT LOG
Report with log of last 500 alarms/events detected (offl ine)
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TRANSIENTS DISPLAY
Option of viewing up to 8 fast transients with 40ms sampling interval and total time 4 sec.

TREND
Option of viewing and logging up to 6 operator-selectable variables

        FEATURES

Voltage Regulation
SED-635 regulates generator voltage by using a control algorithm that results in excellent steady-state accuracy as well as a high 
response speed, nonetheless without compromising the system’s stability.

Stability
SED-635 uses a transfer function that has two poles and two zeros. Via this function, it can establish both the steady-state gain (K) 
and transient gain (Kt) as well as setting the passband (wc). This means parameters can be adapted to any generator + load system, 
achieving the best compromise between dynamic characteristics and stability.
Furthermore, since the characteristics of the system being controlled (generator, line and transformer parameters) are not always 
known, there are 20 standard settings to choose from to make the regulator’s initial tuning easier.

V/Hz characteristic (Flux Limiter)
This characteristic is fully confi gurable, since both the slope (0-3 PU) and non-sensitivity frequency angle (45-55Hz) can be set.
This confi gurability means SED-635 can adapt to the operating characteristics of both the prime mover and the load applied to the 
generator.
The V/Hz ratio limiter decreases as the frequency of the regulation setpoint decreases to prevent operation below the V/Hz setting.

Voltage Soft Start
This feature allows the generator to ramp up during start-up. More specifi cally, the operator can set the gradient with which the 
generator reaches its nominal voltage.
This has the effect of preventing potentially harmful overvoltage during start-up.

Parallel compensation
Via SED-635, parallel compensation can be implemented on the reactive current to divide the reactive load between two or more 
paralleled generators or to compensate the external reactance of the set’s transformer.

Setpoint control
With SED-635, the operator can alter the setpoint in the different operating modes via the RAISE/LOWER input contacts or by 
modifying the 4-20mA ±10Vdc analogue inputs or by setting it directly via the operating panel or over the network (PROFIBUS, 
MODBUS, ETHERNET).

Preset Command
With SED-635, the operator can set a predetermined setpoint for each operating mode.
Via an input contact, directly via the operator panel or over the network, the operator can control how the preset setpoint is reached 
for the operating mode currently enabled.
The preset command can work either in maintain mode or direct mode: in the fi rst mode, the setpoint is maintained (with no 
opportunity to edit it) for as long as the command in question stays on; in the latter mode, once the preset value has been reached, 
the setpoint can be edited even if the preset command is still on.
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Field Current regulation mode
SED-635 features a manual channel comprising the fi eld current regulator.
In this mode, SED-635 regulates the current by directly operating the PWM control of the output power stage without relying on generator 
voltage.
This operating mode is useful both during testing and putting into operation and as a backup in the event of a loss of generator voltage 
sensing.
In automatic mode, the current regulator tracks the instantaneous value of the fi eld current with a (settable) delay. This ensures that, if the 
device switches to manual, the new mode is started with the same current setpoint value that was present before the fault.

Reactive Power/Power Factor control mode
In parallel, SED-635 can operate in two modes: “reactive power control” or “power factor control”.
In the fi rst mode, SED-635 keeps the exchanged reactive power at a preset value; in the latter, it will vary reactive power to maintain a 
specifi c power factor as the active power delivered varies.

Excitation Current Limiter
The excitation current limiter works by limiting the current delivered by the power stage so as to protect the fi eld winding from possible 
overheating.
This feature is enabled in all operating modes except manual mode. In the latter case, the system reports when limitation conditions are 
reached, without acting on the output.

Overexcitation/Underexcitation Limiter (Capability)
The limiter’s job is to keep the generator’s operating point within its capability range, protecting the machine from possible loss of step and 
excessive reactive power exchanges.
The capability range is defi ned by determining settings for Q<0 and Q>0 to produce the curves on the P-Q plane, each comprising ten 
confi gurable points.

Stator current limiter
The stator current limiter works by limiting the current delivered by the power stage so as to protect the stator windings from possible 
overheating. This feature is enabled in all operating modes. In this case, the system reports when limitation conditions are reached, without 
acting on the output.

Tracking between operating modes
SED-635 has an autotracking between operating modes feature.
This allows non-operating modes to track the operating mode in order to assure bumpless switching between them.
Thus the operator can change operating mode without causing noticeable disturbance in the system.

Protection features
SED-635 implements various protection features.
The tripping of any one of them can be reported by assigning the relevant function to the programmable outputs.
Both the protection tripping thresholds and time delays can be set via the operator panel.
The protection features that can be implemented are as follows:
· Maximum Field Current
· Minimum Field Current
· Watchdog
· Loss of Feedback
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Alarm/Event Log
The alarm/event log provides a track record of changes in the system’s operating status, recording the date and time the events occurred 
and ordering them on reports. This enables the causes triggering disturbances and/or malfunctions to be quickly determined.

Transients Display
SED-635 provides for the regulation system to be stimulated with suitable step signals. This allows the quality of the system’s response to 
be assessed during tuning, with resulting performance displayed on the operator panel.

Simulation
SED-635 provides the option of simulating the alternator+network system by integrating a parametrizable model of it.
In this mode, the PWM output is inhibited and the regulator uses the feedback generated by the virtual model being implemented.
Operators thus get help with fi ne-tuning the voltage regulator’s parameters since they can analyse the regulator’s “simulated” response 
without disturbing the actual system.

Communication
SED-635 has an RS232 serial port, an MPI (RS485) interface and a PROFIBUSDP (RS485) interface. An ETHERNET TCP-IP port is also 
available as an optional extra.
Via these interfaces, SED-635 can be integrated in both a “fi eld”- and “cell”-level network, allowing it to be fully remote controllable.
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      CONNECTIONS

line
voltage

generator
current

generator
voltage

powerpower
supply

output

auxiliary
power supplypower supply
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         DIMENSIONS

Right
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